7/5 Brian Claus
   Study break!
   Dungeon, Watty
   Shady\n   Highschool kid it the universe!
7/5 Jacob Peavy
   Was scoop

7/5/12 Britney dancers
7/5/12 Jack \ Star Rocks \ P.N.E.
7/6/12 Kurt Schorschke

Artur \ Mysly
\skater girl\n
7/7/12 Elizabeth Moroney

7/8/12 Nick

7/8/12 Jolie w/ parents

7/8/12 Brian Claus + Cara Weissman
   Writing a paper about Gods and stuff
   Disturbing him from writing opgr

7/8/12 Sam and Dean Winchester

7/8/12 Gabe Erion

7/9/12 Tren shong

7/9/12 Bill Son
July 10, 2014

July 10, Levona

July 10, Anthony Pflum + Friends

July 10, Sam & Ken + 2, Tish

July 10, Sam & Meger

July 12, Nick

6/12, Brian Claus, Cara Wehman

6/12, Clare

7/13, Soren & Brenn

7/13, Alyce

Friday 7/13, Alex Grodewold, Jolie Berg

7/13, Dan Kertesky

7/13/12, David Kerser

Sam Meier

Nick Zaidi

7/13/12, Sage Beck

Daniel SY
7/13/12 Remi Torreinta
7/15/12 Katrina Williamson
7/14/12 Joshua Solt
7/14/12 Brent C. Westbrook
7/14/12 James Ramsey
7/14/12 Salem Towner

7/14/12 Kate Jensen +2
Saw Saturn! Looked for M57 but
was too high in sky. Figured out how
to point telescope based on coordinates.

7/15/12 Joshua Solt

7/15/12 Sue Zhang

7/16/12 Elizabeth Menken
Nina the Unraveled
Catherine Flynn

7/16/12 Sue Zhang

7/17/12 Shaun Bolinger

7/17/12 Sue Zhang

7/18/12 Lucas Frater

7/18/12 Marin Semmel
7/19/12: Sopel Brena
7/19/12 Corrine LeBlanc
7/19/12 Chloe Volocin
7/19/12 Ritika Athayankar
7/19/12 Fernando Texano
7/19/12 Jeen (c j) Chiang
7/19/12 Shirley Jin
7/19/12 Vivian Wong Ziyi Qi
7/19/12 Eduardo Collin Hernandez
7/19/12 Sophie Rev Levnok
7/19/12 Alain Aquino
7/19/12 Roberts Selmanis Gauza
7/19/12 Leon Kipiani
7/19/12 Ricardo De Andrade
7/19/12 Philip Kellow
7/19/12 Brian Claus
7/19/12 Elizabeth Moroney
7/19/12 Laurèl Barg greve
7/19/12 Fiyuza Yunusova
7/19/12 Fan Dong
7/20/2012 Annapurna Rangeluri
7/20/2012 Sruthi Gunnapalli
7/20/12
Wonderful Berries
7/20/12 Joseph William cuntastic!!!

7/20/12
What a wonderful institution.

7/20/12
Ben Bures
blast from the past.
Hope you guys get those logbook pages back ASAP!

7/20/12
Justin O'Hagan

7/20/12
Dara Lubin

7/20/12
Aaron Chang

7/20/12
Jason Ting

7/20/12
Max Lu

7/21/12
Grant Whitney

7/21/12
Bryan Owusu

Yin Wei Soon

This place is amazing!!!
Science once again proves impossible or any way our minds can't comprehend

7/21/12
Jean Fan's Fans

Sean McCarthy
7/21
Stephen DeVince

7/21
Brian Claus
Cara Weisman
Margaret Ho

7/21
David Sty

7/22
Sunrise! Clear skies
Jolie Berg
Charlotte Cheng
Aya Lee

7/22
Cara Weisman
Brian Claus
Wigglewee F

7/22
Martha

7/23
Mar in

7/24
Julianna Ford
Andrea
Audrey Freshour

7/24
Rachel Byrd

7/25
Amanda

7/25
Kofi Atsimevu

7/25
Alex Kteleski (cloudy, Vega visible)
Friday, July 27, 2012

Damian Pietrus. My family is with visiting from Poland. I'm giving them an awesome tour.

7/27 Bringing a Friend
7/27 Brian Claus
7/28 @ midnight JFresh and J
also Dshy and Lawrence Wang
lots of crowds but we got to see some parts of the town!

7:18 Samuel Meyn

7:49 moved some trees near
  moved notebook up 500 lbs to
  second floor off. cab.
also completed red light
  hot washing (fried washing by 9s)

7:55 David Sly Very cloudy but felt
  lucky so we looked out and for
  some winds, we saw the Moon.

Happy Weight! Good Night.
7/29/12  Josep Brennan
7/29/12 Garrett Mangold
7/29/12 M. Corkendall
7/29/12 Grace Atkins
7/29/12 CV This ~ Sig
7/29/12 Allen Padua

7/29/12
Sam Meyers

Mahmood Alshur

Jupiter
Mars
Mercury
first planets with astroscan

Venus
Sun

2nd planet

7/30/12
Sam Taylor

7/30/12
Muhammad Ibrahim

8/1/12 Elisabeth Meyer
listening to the rain on the (closed) door
8/2/12 July 2nd saw some stuff & it was GR8! 💜

In Bars - saw the play.

Becky Lieberman’s mind was blown 😮

I ❤️ the moon

NOVELLETTE

8/2/12 Caroline & Alan
Allison Wu
Daniel Sej
Clarence Wong
Lucas Kabis
→ the moon is amazing!

We found an office building.

7/4/12 looking at the view
→ Eric Schwartz
8/4/12 Took my sister up here to see how cool Harvard can be.

- Sofia

Olivia Tornsjan + Anna Torell were here. This place is awesome. Loving the salsa jar.

- Lucas

Enjoying people is the best thing one can do here on a cloudy day.

Nora, Kathryn, I needed to get their fill of the skyline after filling up at Borders.

8/5/12 Emily Ulger - Sandra Kora

8/5/12 Elizabeth Marone

8/5/12 Mia Brown - Ethan Gechterman

PIHA - From Université Pierre et Marie Curie

Come here and it's awesome!!!

"Curieux et fiers de l'être"!

8/5/12 Someone from South Africa was here!!! 😊

Whatever...

8/5/12 Loic From Paris was glad to visit you!

PAPE Nd/AYE FROM SENEGAL

Was here and will be back 😊😊😊
8/5/12 Elizabeth Monney
    Catherine Flynn
    Nina Menocal
8/6/12 Jonathan Tubbs
8/6/12 Daniel Sloy
8/6/12 Kamaya Sawlor

8/8/12 Olive Tang
8/8/12 Maggie Hb

8/9/12 Kate Jensen & Alex Pierce out to check!
8/9/12 Nick O

8/9/12 Erik Schulte & Joey Kim

8/9 pastor's Chad staff came, cried, and conquered.
8/9 Alex Kolesnik
8/9 George Plummer & CBW

Jimmy Behnke
Justin Arnett

8/10 2/12/11 5’5"
Jess

8/10 Federico (Sean) 6’1"
8/10 saw my boyfriend again after a year and a half. We had a great time this weekend and it was a wonderful night.

8/10 Kate Tenen & cousins
Deb was nice, too. Must fan
viewing, alas.
Best wishes to the couple who
left just after we arrived!
(see above)

8/10 Max

8/11 Sam

8/12 Jay Po
Slowly seeing

8/12 Up to see the people from the fall. I
had to see much of them, will try again later

8/13 Billy

8/16 Ding Tai Fun - not the best, since I just went there, but the staff was very nice. My meal was

Tyler and Year For

Tyler

8/19 Yehon
3/19  Keith Smith + 3 friends. Stargazing.
8/20  GREAT SHOW. WHAT A WONDERFUL VIEW
      WITH A GREAT FIREWORKS!
5/20  HUNGRY CARTER
5/30
5/20  Abdul Kim
5/20  Jo
6/20  June Kaye
6/20  Sam Reynolds
8/20  Yen Trong Phan
8/20  Jack Kehlman
8/20  Kevin Reynolds
8/20  Jamie Halula
8/20  Lydia Federico
8/20  Patrick Johnson
FOP12
8/21  Hacia '05
8/21  Ashley Fender
8/21  Trendy + 1
8/21  Michael
8/22  Keith + 3
8/23  Billy +itsch
8-24  Chris O.
8-24  Keith Gubel
8-24  Yue

Wenjia Y: 赞！
Zhuchan Z: 再赞！很好！月亮很大！

Thanks to Yue & Wenjia

8-25  Chris O: Amazing view & memories

8-26: Doug
8-26: Fok &

8/26/12 Trip B9:

FOP 6 & 8

8/10/12 FOP B2

Andrew Beery
Jordan DeGracia
Milly Wang
Katharine Hebb

Matthew Segers
Patrick Johnson

Toby's Enamel

Trip B9

8/26

Trip B9

FOP B2

Pepsi Cola

FOP 12!
8/26   Hydrafrederic
        [Signature]
        FCP 12! 😊 (We survived the plague.)

8/26   Erik Schleisz lacking cat Moon

8/26   Damian Peters
8/26   Justyna Pitera

8/27   [Signature] Kendall - awesome view B, A

8/27   [Signature] Matthew Juce

8/29   Billy Jaistoff

8/29   [Signature] Peter Smillie
8/29   A.C.

8/29   NS

8/30   Carrie & some friends:

                      Will Johnstone

8/30   [Signature] Billy Jaistoff

8/30   Ben Greenman

8/30   [Signature] Malone Gerard

8/31   [Signature] Babe Ellison enjoying the view!

8/31   [Signature] Lane Tang

                      C.C.
8/31/12 | Alex Callan — Great first date with P!'

9/1/2017 | SGA | It’s good to be back! Also thin clouds 😊

9/1/12 | Alex Callan | returning to the observatory to see what’s next

9/1/12 | Alex Spencer | on the observation deck

9/1/12 | Keith Silva

9/1/12 | Joy Ming; Jennifer Chen; Paul Wei; Jake Frey

9/1/12 | Jennifer Chen

9/1/12 | Jacob Kurek

9/1/12 | Dmitri Dekhtyar

9/2/12 | Austin Church

9/2/12 | Riley Brian

9/2/12 | Ivan Strassburg

9/2/12 | Wajid Chaudhry

9/2/12 | NEW MISTER! Ben

9/2/12 | Love Story!

9/2/12 | Yang Moonrise at 7:57
9/2/12  Zebra Naz  11:59 PM  12:23 AM
9/2/12  Fatima Mubarak  11:59 PM
9/2/12  Fatima Nitha  11:59 PM  12:23 AM
9/2/12  Dilara David  11:59 PM  12:23 AM
9/2/12  Kristin Wohm  12:50 AM  1:42 AM
9/4/2012  Karen Irwin  4:00 AM
9/14/12  Kevin Chen  2:00 AM
9/3/12  Dmitri Getlikian  2:18 PM
9/3/12  Pierre B
9/3/12  Brian D
9/1/12  Sean  S
Telescope Class!
9/3/12  Stani Grib  
9/3/12  Stani Grib
9/3/12  Stani Grib
9/1/12  Stani Grib

Manuel Ramos  manuel.ramosbarreres@gmail.com

Manuel Ramos  Manuel Barr

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats

Pan Sats
09/09/2012 7:00  SQA Staff
10/19/2012 2:00  Kim Eimer

9/5/2012 7:00  Brian Leung
9/5/2012 8:00  Laaun Freitas
9/5/2012 11:00  Kendall Clement - guest Doesn't have files

9/15/2012 Noon - Care in for old time's sake. Want to take my high school biology class up here for the week.

9/16/2012 5:49  Wabsenhel
9/16/2012 5:49  MDA Bobby
9/16/2012 7:00  William C - Pleasantia Return going to check out cherry deco.

9/16/2012  Billy, T.J.

12/2012  Ben + 1

9/16/12  NS
9/17/12  Ben Zhu
9/17/12  Elvira Horn
9/17/12  Showing Harvard to friends
9/7/12 Brian Claus - it is raining!

9/7/12 Long Soo

9/7/12 Dominic Hernandez (upper deck w/guests)

9/8/12 Alex Krolowski (deck, ~3 PM)

9/8/12 Visitors at ENT (10:30 - 3 PM)

9/8/12 Sue Brown

9/8/12 Brian Claus doing inventory!

9/9/12 - MICK! He just had fun!

9/9/12 Jared Fason

9/9/12 Karen Zhou

9/9/12 Jessica Enright

9/9/12 Arrived a bit early to watch some events, read some papers. Telescope class at 10:15 AM

9/9/12 Alastair S
9/9/12 Nick Induni
9/9/12 Tammy
9/9/12 Dukki Ahn
9/9/12 Preston Herbeck
9/9/12 Won (Evan) Lee
9/9/12 Chika-Dike Nwokike
9/9/2012 Lucian Wang
9/9/2012 Ross Ching-Hsin Yee
9/9/2012 Steve Buschbach
9/9/12 Greg Schaefer
9/9/12 Michi Ferregol
9/9/12 Benjamin Mericka
9/9/12 Stefan Grubow
9/11/12 Josiah, Hannah & Alice mido
9/11/12 Jimmy Castan
9/11/12 Billy Kuetsch
9/11/12 Sheehan Daniel Scarborough & Pierre R Berastain
9/1/12
9/13/12 Max Vogeberg
9/12/12 B. W. + Y

Teaching a class with Kristin + Josh...something I mustn’t reveal myself alone. Maybe it’s just friends that visit your house at night. The woods? First class

CLASS

CLASS

STAHR Class

telescope training class

training class

training class

STAHR training class

Just friend. No other friend

Putting back my own market

slowing around

You ever seen an elephant hide behind a flower? Not well it’s because they are really good at it.

See Skylm
Chris D. 9/12/12

It's beautiful up here. The air is clear and silent. One can study into the depths of the sky, the universe speaks.

Kathy Wang 9/13/12

Albert Young 9/13/12

Sarvagna Patel 9/13/12

Nandini Sarna & alumna meeting!

Dal Luke (tough, won't cry) 9/13/12

Da/13/on Sane Sany Telescope class!

Mille Shi 9/13/12

Andrei Levin

Michael J. Lauter

Jim C.

Julia Geiger 9/13/12

Ivan Cisneros 9/13/12

Shahil Mehta 9/13/12

Brent C. Westbrook 9/13/12

Lydia Ding 9/13/12

Jimmy Custone 9/13/12

James Duncan 9/14/12

Bekmyzhu (Beshka) Asanbaev 5/14/12
9/14/12  Raleigh Shoumard
9/14/12  Anthony Brown
9/14/12  Nick Solomon
9/14/12  Eude Kivvak
9/14/12  Ethan Cowen
9/14/12  Ellyna Edwards

9/15/12  Lucian Wang / Ross Moe  observing deck
9/15/12  Gabriel Trevino  deck
9/15/12  Jordan Ting  deck
9/15/2012 6:45 pm  Sally & Greg

9/15/2012

9/15/2012  Elizabeth Moyer
15 Sep 2012  Elissa G. Hunt
8/15/2012  Sean Chen
7/15/2012  Joseph Xu

9/16/2012  Ross Rheingans  deck
9/14/2012  Janine Samorano  deck
9/14/12  William Chen  deck
09/16/12  Marian Xiang
09/16/12  Lucas Bielski
         Modestas Stylge
09/16/12  Goran Paterson
09/16/12  Aaron Roper
09/16/12  Katharina (Katja) Liirhausen
09/16/12  Katie Li
09/16/12  Sean Haey
11/6/12   Cecilia Sandros
09/16/112 Juliette Makhafey
09/16/12  Aaron Roper
09/16/12  Megan Monteleone
09/17/12  Ben Zhang
09/17/2010 5:30 am Xandy
09/17/12  3:30 am Shahil Mehta
09/18/2012 6:00 pm Pavel Shevchenko Just Stopping By!
09/18/12  10 pm Guys just came by!
09/19/12  Steve Speranza
09/20/12  Max Vazebberg

I love how the Field Guide to the Cosmos book is open to a different page every time I come up here!
9/21

Do Philyao Astronomy

Designed Super "foreground"
9/21 Luke Sunghis - Chilling before orgo!
9/21 10:00 AM K20 Study
9/21 Michael Nobles - quiz study
9/21 Dafti, Gokhtman
9/21 Josiah Zonger

ERROR - Check

9/21 Phillip Muecke - looking at PythiD
9/21 M.P.H. Board

9/22 Nick Vyas, Henry
  Greg Schaefer, Lucian Wang
  Diane Yang

9/22 Dongkwan Shin

9/22 Catherine Nina, Melanie, Jackie

SCAVENGING + ADMINISTRATION

9/22 William Chan - Reels

9/22 Tyrell, Benatus, Beny, John

9/22 Brian Claus

9/23 Aikara
9/22  Ti mensh
dall

9/22  Margurid Conte

9/22  Josephine Becci

9/22  Cod. Dep.
9/22  Cecilia Sanders

9/22  Nader Baszou

9/22  Billy J. Volr

9/22  Alinara Arceul

9/22  Talat Ahmed

9/23  A. Adam Smith

9/23  William Chan

9/23  Frederike Renz

9/23  Sami Shah

9/23  Kem fra

9/23  Jenny Ng

9/23  Nick Scabill

9/23  Sofia Escudero

9/23  Cotton Valentine

9/23  Charlotte Ruby
9/23 Joanna Koczula
9/23 Peter Karam
9/23 Kendell Crawford
9/22 Jennifer Huang
9/23 Paul Shen - Brought everything for a astronomical study break! Beautiful room!
9/23 Allison Buechler
9/22 Roger Fu - saw NEB with 10" - Unique bright! Built 10" High Bridge, but mirror was off center and didn't have the scope!
9/23 12/12 5:00pm Greg Observatory baseball!
9/24/2012 Stu Gonz
9/24/2012 Ben Zhou
9/29/12 Brian Claus
9/8/12 Peter Hedman
9/26/12 Mitieu Shi
11/20/12 Alex AND MUM
9/27/2012 11:00pm KFS Baseball
9/27/12 Brian Claus
9/27/12 Graham Kramer
10/14/12 Alessandro Massaev
9/27/12 Amanda and Andrew Levin
9/27/12 Felix
9/29/12 Sally Spencer
9/29/12 Alex Spencer
9/29/12 Patrick Johnson
Gabe Travers
South County
High Stim
William O'Connell
9/29/12 Steve
9/29/12 Pope
Blessings
Saw God
Homage

Twitter
Follow @TheProdigyChild
The Low Eyed MERC

Instagram:
@generalchiefteed
9/29 CAMI

Nat + Savannah were here!
Daniel!
Callista

Ben + friends

9/30 - GASTRONOMIC
Jack Greenberg - beautiful night!

10/1 - Song Joe Chu

10/1 - Brian Claus

10/1 - Cecilia Sanders - gotten too busy to speak in
bien the roof deck!

10/1 - Annie Lee

10/1 - Elizabeth Mayer

10/1 - Joden

10/1 - Ellen Altini

10/1 - Amy

10/1 - Ashley Schneider

10/2 - Brian Claus

It's rainy. Boooo (Beautiful!)
10/12 Elizabeth Memory
10/13/12 Nick Indimi
10/14/12 Gokuldin
10/14/12 Chris O.
10/14/12 G-Peczy '35
10/14/12 W. Green
10/15/12 4:00pm
10/5/2012 Saw the view. Godzilla did not attack today. Will continue night.
- Ken Brewer
10/5/2012 Ignored campus today. I've got to say Yale's prettier.
- Christian Clark
10/5/2012 Manuel Ramos
10/5/2012 Salsa and Stargazing
10/5/12 Neum Friell
10/5/12 Cecilia Sanders
10/5/12 Anastasia Walheord '13 AWESOME!
10/5/12 Booty McTwirk
10/5/2012  Danita Park
Danni Park = forever love. I finally found my soul mate in you. :)

10/6/2012 Paul Fisher - Moon + Jupiter!

10/15/2012 We are 2 years. Still love.

"I mean, if she were right then what is right. But ask yourself: is it right to do it? Is this what you want?"

Think on this:

Think on this:

Time choose where you belong

12/15/12

10/12

2012

10/6/12 Janene Miller

10/6/12 Tyler Bapiste
Saturday, 06 October 2012

Anthony Calabrese

Megan Monteleone trying to look at Jupiter!?

10/6/12

Elvira Simile

10/6/12 Megan Monteleone

10/6/12 Eunice Simile

10/6/12 

10/6/12 Elvira Simile

10/6/12 Amin Rosrokh

10/6/12 Graham Keanan

10/8/12 Billy J. Jitsch

10/8/12 Patrick Kelly

10/8/12 Eun Li

10/8/12 - Roger, F. - checking out mounting plate outside.
Greg Schaefer → showing guest

10/9/12 Brian Clay

10/10/12 Nick Indiana

10/10/12 Nick Indiana

10/10/12 Nick Indiana: Observatory check-up

All seems good!

10/10/12

Puck Aurora

10/12/12

Reddike

John Chluch (20)
10/11/2012
Bob Wu
Telescope Class

10/11/2012
Nick Lunden
Awesome class!

10/12/2012
Cici McMullen
Telescope Class

10/11/2012
Nyle McCredie

10/12/2012
Nick Lunden
3:30 am

10/12/2012
Sally Bed
Telescope class

10/12/2012
Julie Chung
Gang telescope class

10/12/2012
Amy Chyau
Telescope class

10/12/2012
Mary Moss
Telescope Class

10/12/2012
Arturo Aguirre
Telescope class

10/12/2012
Andy Shu
Telescope Class

10/12/2012
Elmer Tam
Telescope Class

10/12/2012
Julian Hwang
Telescope Class

10/12/2012
Marshall Zhang
Telescope Class

10/12/2012
Laura Magoldf
Telescope Class

10/12/2012
Aaron Mackawi
Telescope Class

10/12/2012
Wuyun Li
Telescope class

10/12/2012
Olajulot Adlan
Get High

10/11/12
Dan Lynch
Guest! [Looking for heaven]
10/12/12 - Obraido Agee - Harvard is here! let's get drunk and stay

Monday the new commander came

I was adopted by

Dean F. as a "bookworm"


10/13/12 Roger R. came to return 10" Lightbridge after trip to New Hampshire.

10/13/12 So Behrman w/high school guest & visitor

10/13/12 Katrina Ertimova - took pictures from the 9/11.

10/13/12 Brought friends and staff! :) Adam Dance

10/13/12 Brought friends. - Willman 2012

10/13/12 Sam Kim

10/13/12 Steve Buschbach w/ 2 guests
10/14 Erik Olsen +4 View of Harvard
10/14 Dmitri Getchman
10/14 Andy Pang
10/14 Lisa Barba +1
10/14 Ben Wilcox +2
10/14 Lydia Ding +2. - The telescope was tilted when I came in!!
10/15 Sam G #3 - Thanks fixed.
10/16 Brian Claus
10/16 Andrew Brecken
10/16 w/ guests (2)
10/16 Stephen DeVe lines
Viewed Jupiter, some open clusters, M31, M77
10/16 9 PM - 0:15 Sam Supper, M8, M3, M27, M57, M72, M31, M15, M8
      Mess, M52, E3, B33, E33, E14, V14, M13, M15, M16, M75
10/17 Nick Tindale
10/17 Rainer Arauza + Jonas
10/19 Elizabeth Meyer
10/19 Luke Sunday + Jessica Beeg
10/18 Tom Taj
10/18 Amy Chyra w/ 1 guest just looking around
10/19 Hogsair Barros Jr.
10/18 Manuel Pettlee + Eric Brewer
10/19 Recita Saunders, Cedric Sanders, L. Norman Sanders
    Greg Schoeter + Skyline view
10/19 Esther & Daniel (aka BB!)

- Great view of Cambridge!!

10/19 Andrew

(stools positioned to go on roof, & chair plugged in) fixed it

10/19 Kate D'Orazio

10/19 Peter: don't go to Good Times with

Jirair, Kazuya, and Ken!!

10/19 Aaron Cheng beat Gabriel Erion up

in her today, leaving him injured and

bleeding on the floor.

10/14 MORE BLOOD! It's GREEEEEEN!

(The wildest wine there ever was...)

2012 Kimmie Kimmel Cheers from MSM

10/19 Marshall Chang +1

10/19/12 Andy SK +1

10/20/12

10/20/12 Melissa & Ki

10/20/12 "I'll be back"

[Note:]

1930 - 3020

10/20/12 Peter Holman

10/20/12 Looking at the moon with

Chris Shimanoko

10/12/2012 Paul Weis + Amber Hollifield + Tori Sommerman
10/20/2011 11:00am trying out new scope with Megan

Megan Monteleone
looking at Jupiter, could not figure out how to move telescope axis, eventually got it and saw Orion Nebula

10/20/2011 11am Yifan Li
looking at Jupiter and friends.

Myles McDonough 2:30
10/20/2012 Andy Shi +2 Orion's Nebula

10/20 Mike +1
Zhang

10/21 Anna Wang + guest

10/21 Salan Owens + guest W

10/21 Nick + Diego + arms

Shooting Mars...280xL

10/22/12 Max Vogel
10/22  Nick Mendez + Emma Smith
10/22  Jorge F. Basu
10/22  Damien Peeters
10/22  Humberto G. + Yates Norton
10/22  Dmitri G. Khariton
10/22  FEUX DE ROCHE
10/22  Alex + Ron + Jupiter (?)
10/22  Amy Chyao 😊
10/22  Thomas K

Muy bueno su observatorio.
Gracias por la visita!!

Saludos, del observatorio de la Universidad
Nacional de La Plata (ARG)

Laura Karina Espens (estudiante de astronomía)
2012-10-23

10/23 R.I.L, Janitsch
10/23/12 Cagliari, Curacao
Chilling!

10/24 Brian Claus

10/25 Elizabeth Meyer

10/25 Acuna Arceus
10/25 - Peter Hedman
here to look at the sky. Saw Jupiter and 4 moons.

10/25 - Shiva Sivakumar

10/25 - Harlan D.

10/26/2012 4:00pm

Harry Bronsky

Everything looks good.

Construction on the deck has expanded again.

10/26 - Julian Huang

10/26 - Julie Chen

10/26 - Yue Zhang

Eric Etchovitch

I saw the moon till

10/26 - Kevin Hirata - obs. deck

Commemorating friends.

10/27 - Sean Chu

Terry Huang

10/27 - Felipe De Corp

10/27 - Karanwah Khara

10/27 - Deirdre Clute

Taylor Foster

10/27 - Paul Wei

Victoria, Adelaide, Sommerman.

Flora "The Invincible" Gollisch

Ver "The Invincible" Lipson

Pete Walsh

10/29 - Yawen Zhao

Roy Zhang
10/28 Greg Schaefer  Skyline
10/28 Michi Ferrão
Chris Dee
10/28 Chris Frei
Katie Andertol
We saw the southern cross (◠)  word.
Boston is most beautiful at 4am
10/28
10/28 Rossini  Cloudy/rainy day, but was still great!
30/28 Lee  Observe and learn about Harvard's telescope
10/28 Lee's dad watching me with Leo having fun.
10/28 Abe Erion  enjoying the floor
10/29 Huaan Yang  enjoying the view
10/29 Nora & Dan  surving the storm. spring is soon.
10/29 CPD  Straight sprayin' on it hurt
10/30 Patrick & Humi  We saw Callisto! Amazing, right?
10/30 Brian Claus
10/31 Ben Zhou
11/1 Joshua Scott
11/1/2012 Sophia Spencer
11/1 Max Vignale
11/1 Ben - I'm back!
Zhou
11/1 Jose and Elinor Bengtsson and Co + Co.
11 (Roman Numerals)

Alcindy

Retards
Paterson

Yaymen

Dell
Enjoying the view!

Shurr will redo. I knew it.

Lyric but what. I'll...

— C. Anne Petteysain

I called my first "j" today!

OHHHH joyyy.

Subterranean
Laughter of music
Shadows from storm

11/3/12 10:20 am

11/3/12 12:00 pm

Alexander Spencer

11/3/12 Joshua Scott

11/3/12 Elizabeth Gillis

4/3/12 Nick O'Hz

11/3/12 Andrew Garcey w/ guests: Observational Deck

Sarah Schachter!
1/3/12  Boyfriend of Pierre Serastain. 😊
11/3/12  Alan Khorn
11/3/12  Tania Amanillas  Ruphier!
11/3/12  Carolyn Gilgot
11/3/12  BRETT BIELBERG '16
11/3/12  Andrew Fischer
11/3/12  Fatma Akcan
11/4/12 - 11/8/12  Abel Corver  Meet PMT 1:00 AM
11/4/12  Cecilia Sanders  & CJ Bonger
11/4/12  Were here! Everestus
11/4/12  Latouren
11/4/12  Cameron King and Samantha Landers
11/5/12  Griefer
11/4/12  Ryan Lee and Claire Han
11/8  Lilly Swedler  Most children
11/6  Elliot Marrow
11/6  Brian Claus
11/6  Max Wade  Nima Khosroshahi
11/6  TWO TERM
11/6  Mike Lynch  Evie Stein + friends
11/8  Anna Wang + guest
11/8  Gautam S. Kumar & Zoe A. H. Weinberg  Ames, 139
11/8  Heather Eachus  Brittney Lewer  Staggazing
11/8  Zach Ferguson  Sarah Wang  Pitch & Tequila
4/20  You say no to drugz  Juicy J  Can't B06
11/9 Ben Zhou

11/9 Brian Claus

Getting Telescopes for Stahr Trip!

11/9 Riley Brian

11/9 Tania Amorillas

Jupiter & Fairy star (next-ish to Jupiter)

11/9 Sea Walsh

11/9 Brett Biebebeberg

11/9 Paul Wei

11/9 Pete Walsh

11/9 Cassidy Tanner

9/9 Benjamin Halbert

11/9 Ben Selden + Annie Stem

9 Nov. Jake Freyer

10 Nov.

10 Nov. David Powell

10 Nov. Arthur Davis

WJ 10 Oate Batley - we don't always know when you're in a zoo.

11/10 Cold Outside - W5

2.7.11 Best the Eva!

11/10 Eric Olsen w/ family

11/10 Gillian Hanley - borrowing binoculars (Thanks Kristin!)

11/10 < Solar - Aiden + crew>
11/10/12  Olive Tang - saw Jupiter and some of the stars :)  
11/10/12  Linh Tran-Phuong - I'm a star that graced this observatory !!!!  
11/10/12  Ruqi Chen - :D 💫 🌟  
11/10/12  Jadir Alfonso - watch out for falling star  
11/10/12  Jessica Maguire - I saw Jupiter!!!  
11/10/12  Veronica Garcia - Good times!!!  
          Henry Hwang - Jupiter  
11/10/12  Erik Schmidt & Sam Kim  
11/11/12  Taras Drezer  
11/11/12  Emily Chen - skyline with stars!  
11/11/12  Sean Wang - lolz  
11/11/12  Luke Sundqvist - checking out the deck  
11/11/12  Nick Mendoza  
11/12  Vivian Ling  
11/11  Chris White  
11/12  Keith Berde  
11/12  SAVAN & EMMA! Studying Physics 15a...All nighter with the stars! 🎉  
11/13/12  Ralph Banks - it's raining  
11/14/12  & Kasey Leslie - looking for privacy!  
11/15/12  Sofia Greg  
              Telescope class tonight!  
11/15/12  Caih Un  
11/15/12  YES! Telescope Class!!!  
11/17/12  power Aquarium  
11/15/12  Plan  
11/15/12  Cecilia Sanders  
                  Course 😊
11/15/2012 Charlotte Hendrix the coolest place at Harvard!
11/15/2012 Alexia Zagouras Oooh! Stars are awesome!
11/15/12 Carmen Bouses START FOREVA!
11/15/12 Ella Park-Chun THIS IS SO COOL !!!
11/15/12 Stephanie Franklin Yay!! ☺
11/15/12 Tara Aiden Awesome awesome. Josh is really funny.
11/15/12 Roger Zurewiczi WOOF!
11/15/12 Andrew Fischel
11/16/12 First夜!! = UPV42
11/16/12 Bumpin' - dOWER
11/16/12 Watched the sunrise together, kind of cloudy.

—Chris & Caroline

11/16/12 Great Mother Berg
11/16/12 Great Freeland Berg
11/16/12 Lisa Bunick
11/16/12 Quick look at Jupiter. Stephen Deluca.
11/16/12 ViG

11/16/2012 Eric Chung with guest: Liang Yu & Li Cz.
Jack Holds and Isabella Jacobs

Saturday, December 17

GO HARVARD!
Post-Game Victory City Viewing

Hayleigh Putnam

Cecirra Sanders
Lisa Sanders
Jacquie Cassen
Sheri Talbott